LOOK WHO’S TALKING

Join Alessandro Quarta, Massimo Veronese and Paolo Battaglia at the University of Houston for “Look Who’s Talking: 101 Things No One Ever Told You About the Magic of Italian Dubbing”

Monday, October 15, 2018
5:30 - 7:30 pm

University of Houston
Room: AH 210

My name is Bond, James Bond...Houston, we have a problem...
I must break you...I’m not bad, I’m just drawn that way...

These are a few lines that have created cinematic history, and in many cases, they have gone on to become part of everyday life. In Italian cinemas the words aren’t spoken by Hollywood stars rather they are spoken by their Italian voice.

This event was presented at the Venice Film Festival and will be traveling through the United States to Los Angeles, Houston, and Las Vegas. You won’t want to miss learning about this special cinematic bridge between Italy and the United States!

Refreshments will be provided.